IN an exciting New ERA; is there any -thing we can do for you?

What does this mean for you as an Australian Beef Producer?

2015 is an exciting time to be involved in Agriculture. Whilst mother- nature continues to “dish it out” to Western inland areas, many Coastal regions areas have seen an improvement in seasonal conditions. Producers have seen a taste of what is to come in recent months, with record commercial cattle prices. In reality we are now only seeing returns that are required long term, to provide a sustainable future for Cattle men and women in this country. Australian Beef Producers certainly are a resilient bunch!

The remarkable fact in the last 6 months is that demand has continued to drive cattle prices up, in order for the processing and live export sectors to continue to fill their orders; with many of these markets now surpassing all- time records for volumes of Beef supplied.

This unprecedented demand has occurred even with drought conditions still prevailing over large areas of cattle country, and off- loading /destocking continuing in many areas. Genuine excitement is beginning to occur amongst Primary Industry as the World Wide shortage of protein is finally pounding on our door and cannot get enough of Australian produce!

A rare combination of low interest rates, Record Cattle Prices; a depleted cow herd World Wide; and a low Australian dollar is combining to set the scene for really exciting times ahead for Beef Producers in this country. International demand for our product and unprecedented overseas interest in investment in our Country all auger well for an exciting period for Primary Producers.

We contact you as valued clients and friends of Yulgilbar to ask –

"Is there any- thing we can do for you?"

We are excited with the results of our Breeding program this year at "Yulgilbar". Commercially, our genetics are proving our seed stock, with remarkable performance in the Feed Yard.

Recently Yulgilbar steers fed at “Mort and Co Feedlot ” set new benchmarks for Feed conversion and production.
These steers gained – mind blowing statistics of 3.96 dry matter consumed for every 1 kg of weight gain. Not only did these steers convert, they also gained 2.75kg/day for 104 days on feed!

As Milk tooth steers, they also happened to return $2142 per head ($3.17/kg live-weight) when selling as the 2nd top price pen of steers at Beef 2015 in Rockhampton recently.
Yulgilbar Pastoral Company invite you to share in these genetics either thru purchasing privately, or at our upcoming Production sale at The Broadwater Division, Yulgilbar Station on Friday 4th September 2015.

On offer will be –

- 110 Santa Gertrudis bulls (mainly poll)
- 10 Sangus bulls
- 40 Stud Classified females ptic
- 170 Sangus females (mainly ptic)
- 30 Santa Charolais females (mainly ptic)

Additionally a further 60 bulls are available for private treaty now!

As seed stock producers we remain committed to supplying you with a product that will assist in improving the quality of beef cattle that you all produce. It is our wish that as a supplier of Santa Gertrudis genetics, we remain “Industry Relevant” in offering cattle that will lead in terms of Performance and Profitability. We are proud to have won the Santa Gertrudis Australia Association National Steer trophy now for 8 consecutive years along with consistent wins and placing’s in Steer competitions up and down the East Coast of Australia.

Our desire is to not only be a source of supply for your operation once, but more importantly for many years to come.

The Stud breeding program at Yulgilbar can undisputedly boast one of the widest and most diverse array of Poll Santa Gertrudis bloodlines currently available in Australian Santa Gertrudis.

We are passionate about being able to supply your needs on an ongoing basis and to this end we are constantly Introducing new market leading genetics to be able to continue to supply our valued clients with unrelated Bloodlines. A large commitment has again been made this season in sourcing the best available genetics to Complement the existing breeding program at Yulgilbar.

Should you require, we are happy to assist you in tailoring your breeding program to suit your country, Markets and budget.

Details will continue to be updated on this year’s offering as Sale preparations are made. These can be Viewed on our web site www.yulgilbar.com or our ”Yulgilbar face book” page.

As always we are keen to hear about your achievements with our bloodlines. Equally important, we trust In the unlikely event of our cattle not performing to your expectations, that we be the first to hear, so A solution can be found!

On behalf of Yulgilbar Pastoral Company, the team are ready to assist as required.

Kind regards,

Rob Sinnamon